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Background/Aims: There are currently few reports describing the liquid-based cytological characteristics of small cell neuroendo-
crine carcinoma of the cervix. This study aimed to retrospectively analyze these features to reduce missed or misdiagnosis.
Methods: A total of 11 patients with histologically diagnosed small cell carcinoma of the cervix from three hospitals between 2017 
and 2023 were included in this study. The cytological morphology of small cell carcinoma of the cervix and causes of missed or 
misdiagnosis were analyzed and summarized through a review of clinical data, liquid-based cytology, histology, immunohistochem-
istry, and human papillomaviruses (HPV) test results.
Results: In this study, the positivity rate of preliminary cytological screening was 63.6% (7/11); however, no cases were accurately 
diagnosed as small cell carcinoma of the cervix. A total of 36.4% (4/11) of small cell carcinoma of the cervix cases were cytologically 
negative; retrospective cytology found that two of these were false negatives. The main cytological features of small cell carcinoma of 
the cervix were summarized. Most of the liquid-based cytology smear cells were dense, and almost all cases showed clustered and 
scattered cytoplasm-scanty tumor cells. The tumor cells were all deeply stained and relatively consistent small cells. Most cases 
showed typical nuclear molding, chromatin stippling, and no obvious nucleoli. Mild nuclear smears, nuclear fragments, and mitotic 
figures were seen in most cases.
Conclusion: Liquid-based cytology has a high rate of missed diagnosis and misdiagnosis in small cell carcinoma of the cervix. This 
study confirms that reviewing cytology results can effectively reduce this proportion and that increasing understanding of small cell 
carcinoma of the cervix morphology is conducive to improving the cytology-based diagnosis rate.
Keywords: cervical cytology, small cell carcinoma, cervical cancer, diagnostic rate, neuroendocrine

Introduction
Cervical neuroendocrine carcinoma is a rare tumor that accounts for <5% of all cervical cancers, most of which are small 
cell neuroendocrine carcinoma of the cervix.1 Small cell carcinoma of the cervix is more invasive and has a poorer 
prognosis than cervical squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma. The five-year survival rate of small cell 
carcinoma of the cervix ranges from 20% to 37%, which is significantly lower than those of squamous cell carcinoma 
(74.3%) and adenocarcinoma (64.6%). Regardless of the treatment, the prognosis for patients with advanced small cell 
carcinoma of the cervix is poor.2,3 However, patients diagnosed early may achieve long-term survival after receiving 
multimodal therapy. This highlights the importance of early diagnosis of small cell carcinoma of the cervix.3–5

Due to the rarity of small cell carcinoma of the cervix, and because it is usually detected late due to visible masses, only 
a small percentage of cases undergo cytological screening prior to biopsy or surgery. Therefore, most reports describing the 
liquid-based cytological features of small cell carcinoma of the cervix are case reports and were carried out in a single 
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institution.6–9 Due to the low diagnostic yield of cytology for small cell carcinoma of the cervix and the number of missed 
diagnoses,10,11 a deeper understanding of liquid-based cytology in small cell carcinoma of the cervix is necessary.

In the present study, we retrospectively analyzed eligible small cell carcinoma of the cervix cases from three 
hospitals, comprehensively described the morphological features of small cell carcinoma of the cervix liquid-based 
cytology, and summarized possible causes of missed or misdiagnosis in combination with the literature.

Materials and Methods
This study is a retrospective study. By querying the case databases of three hospitals (Affiliated Hospital of Southwest Medical 
University, People’s Hospital of Deyang City, and Chengdu Women’s and Children’s Central Hospital) from January 2017 to 
September 2023, it was found that 21 cases, 7 cases and 18 cases of cervical small cell carcinoma were diagnosed, accounting 
for 1.3%, 0.8% and 1.6% of the total number of cervical cancers, respectively. Excluding cervical squamous cell carcinoma or 
adenocarcinoma cases with only a small amount of small cell carcinoma components, 11 cases of cervical small cell carcinoma 
with preoperative cytological screening were finally selected for study. All 11 patients were definitively diagnosed after 
secondary examination of histological sections by two experienced pathologists.

The cervical samples were processed using either the ThinPrepTM liquid-based cytological technique (Hologic, 
Massachusetts, USA)12 or the SurePathTM liquid-based cytological technique (BD, New Jersey, USA)13 in cytopathology 
laboratories, and finally stained with Papanicolaou staining. Two pathologists with extensive experience in diagnostic 
cytology assessed the slides for the following characteristics: background, cell density, cell arrangement, cell size, cytoplasm, 
and nuclear features. In cases containing squamous cell carcinoma or adenocarcinoma, only small cell carcinoma of the cervix 
components was selected for evaluation of cytological features. HPV typing was performed by fluorescent quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to detect 14 high-risk HPV-DNA types (Qiagen, Shenzhen, China).

Clinical staging was based on the latest International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) staging,10 and 
follow-up visits were conducted by telephone. In accordance with the journal’s guidelines, we will provide our data for 
independent analysis by a selected team by the Editorial Team for the purposes of additional data analysis or for the 
reproducibility of this study in other centers if such is requested.

Results
Clinical Findings
There were 11 histologically confirmed cases of small cell carcinoma of the cervix during the study period (Table 1). 
Patient ages ranged from 39 to 73 years, with a median age of 49 years. All patients were Chinese women who had 
experienced childbirth. Among the 11 patients, nine presented with abnormal vaginal bleeding of variable duration, one 

Table 1 Clinical Data of 11 Cases of Small Cell Carcinoma of the Cervix

Case 
No.

Age 
(yr)

Presenting 
Symptom

Cervical Physical 
Examination

FIGO 
Stage

Distant 
Metastasis

Treatment 
received

Follow-up 
(mo)

1 39 Abnormal bleeding Exogenous mass IIA1 Negative C + Pr + Br NED (10)

2 41 Abnormal bleeding Exogenous mass IIA1 Negative Op + C + Pr NED (12)
3 41 Abnormal bleeding Exogenous mass IIB Negative Op + C NED (9)

4 45 Abnormal bleeding Nodular mass IVB Liver+ lung C + Pr + Br NED (74)

5 47 Postcoital bleeding Exogenous mass IVB Brain C + Pr + Br NED (31)
6 49 Abnormal bleeding Endogenous mass IIA1 Negative Op + C + Pr + Br NED (34)

7 50 Abnormal bleeding Nodular mass IB2 Negative Op + C + Pr + Br NED (33)

8 54 Abnormal bleeding Cauliflower-like mass IIA1 Negative Op + C + Pr + Br UK
9 69 Abnormal bleeding Nodular mass IIB Negative C + Pr + Br NED (6)

10 73 Aqueous secretion Huge ulcerative mass IIIC1 Negative C + Pr + Br DoD (15)

11 73 Abnormal bleeding Cauliflower-like mass IB2 Negative Op + C NED (2)

Abbreviations: FIGO, International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics; Op, radical hysterectomy with pelvic lymphadenectomy; Pr, pelvic radiation; Br, brachyther-
apy by cesium insertion; C, adjuvant chemotherapy; NED, live with no evidence of disease; DoD, dead of disease; UK, unknown.
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patient presented with postcoital bleeding, and one patient presented with an aqueous secretion and persistent vaginitis. 
Based on the gross appearance description of the tumor in the case data, there were four cases with an exogenous mass, 
three cases with a nodular mass, two cases with a cauliflower-like mass, one case with an endogenous mass, and one case 
with a large ulcerative mass. No paraneoplastic syndrome was found in the patients. Six patients had tumor markers 
before treatment, and only one patient had a significant increase in Carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (CA19-9). There were two 
patients with FIGO stage IB2, four patients with stage IIA1, two patients with stage IIB, one patient with stage IIIC1, and 
two patients with stage IVB. Of the two patients with stage IVB, one had liver and lung metastases and one had brain 
metastases. In terms of treatment, 6 patients received radical hysterectomy with pelvic lymphadenectomy, all received 
chemotherapy, four received radiotherapy, and 5 patients who did not undergo radical surgery received chemoradiother-
apy. Prognosis is shown in Table 1, but a longer follow-up period is needed to draw valid conclusions.

Cytologic Findings
In this study, none of the 11 histologically confirmed cases received an accurate small cell carcinoma of the cervix 
diagnosis during initial cytological screening (Table 2). The positive rate of cytology screening was 63.6% (7/11). 
Among the cytologically positive cases, four were interpreted as squamous epithelial lesions, two were interpreted as 
glandular epithelial lesions, and one was considered a malignant tumor without classification. The reason for the 
unclassified case was due to heavy inflammation resulting in only a few tumor cells being sampled. About 36.4% (4/ 
11) of small cell neuroendocrine carcinoma of cervix cases were missed, and review cytological revealed that two out of 
four cases were false negatives, one of which small cell neuroendocrine carcinoma of cervix cells were detected, and the 
other was reinterpreted as high grade squamous intraepithelial lesion, suspicious for adenocarcinoma. In the other two 
cases, cancerous cells were still not detected in the review cytological, and the retrospective histological sections 
revealed that the tumor cells showed a subepithelial growth pattern without involvement of surface epithelial cells.

The main cytological characteristics of 9 out of 11 malignant smears were summarized (Figure 1). Tumor diathesis 
was observed in five cases, 7 cases (7/9) had abundant tumor cells, and two cases had rare tumor cells. Clustered and 
scattered tumor cells containing a small amount of cytoplasm were seen in all cases (9/9), and a small number of cells 
with a rosette-like or pseudoglandular arrangement were seen in 4 cases (4/9). The nuclei were all small, relatively 
consistent hyperchromatic cells, and nuclear atypia was seen. Nuclear molding is the most characteristic change observed 
in small cell carcinoma of the cervix; however, only 7 cases (7/9) in this study exhibited typical nuclear molding. 
Granular stippling chromatin was observed in all eight cases, and small nucleoli were occasionally observed. Only one 
case had no obvious granular stippling chromatin. Slight nuclear smearing was observed in six cases, and nuclear debris 
and nuclear mitoses were observed in seven cases. Among the small cell carcinoma of the cervix cases included in this 

Table 2 Histology, Cytology, HPV and Immunohistochemical Results of 11 Cases of Small Cell Carcinoma of the Cervix

Case No. Histological 
Diagnosis

Initial Cytological Screening Review Cytological HPV Immunohistochemical

Syn CgA CD56 P16

1 SMCC AGC, endocervical SMCC 18+ + – + +

2 SMCC + SQC NILN NILN NA – – + +

3 SMCC + ADC HSIL, Suspected SQC SMCC 18+ + + – +

4 SMCC NILM NILM NA + + – NA

5 SMCC NILM SMCC 18+ + + – NA

6 SMCC HSIL, cannot exclude AGC SMCC 16+ + + – +

7 SMCC NILM HSIL, Suspected. AGC NA + + – +

8 SMCC + SQC HSIL SMCC + HSIL 16+ – – + NA

9 SMCC ASC-H SMCC 18+ + + + +

10 SMCC Few atypical cells, considered malignant Few atypical cells, considered malignant NA + + + NA

11 SMCC + ADC AGC, favor neoplastic SMCC 18+ + + + +

Abbreviations: SMCC, Small cell neuroendocrine carcinoma of cervix; SQC, Squamous cell carcinoma;; ADC, Adenocarcinoma; AGC, Atypical glandular cells; NILM, 
Negative for intraepithelial lesion or malignancy; HSIL, High grade squamous intraepithelial lesion; ASC-H, Cannot exclude HSIL; Syn, Synaptophysin; CgA, Chromogranin A; 
CD56, Neural Cell Adhesion Molecules; P16, Inhibitor cyclin-dependent kinase 4A; NA, not applied.
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study, cytological distinctions were created from two cases containing a small amount of squamous cell carcinoma and 
two cases containing a small amount of adenocarcinoma. These are not described in the above morphological features.

Histological Findings
Of the cases included in this study, six were diagnosed by hysterectomy and five were diagnosed by biopsy. Observations 
included diffuse growth of the tumors, small to medium-sized tumor cells with a scanty cytoplasm arranged in a sheet, 
and a nest or trabecular shape. More blood vessels and fibers were observed in the stroma. Nuclear division and necrosis 
were common (Figure 2). Immunohistochemical staining in all cases showed that Synaptophysin (Syn), Chromogranin 
A (CgA), and Neural Cell Adhesion Molecules (CD56) were positive in at least one case. Inhibitor cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4A (P16) staining was performed in seven cases, all of which were diffusely positive. Among the 11 cases, only 7 
cases had an HPV test before treatment, and all were positive. There were 5 cases of HPV18 infection and only 2 cases of 
HPV16 infection (Table 2). It seems that HPV18 infection is more common in small cell cervical cancer.

Discussion
Small cell carcinoma of the cervix is a poorly differentiated neuroendocrine tumor. The pathogenesis of the disease is still 
unclear. In the past, it was believed that small cell carcinoma of the uterine cervix originated from the presence of 
silversmith cells, which are part of the diffuse endocrine system in the normal cervix.14 However, studies have found that 
small cell carcinoma often coexists with squamous cell carcinoma or adenocarcinoma, and it is speculated that it may 
originate from the reserve cells under the cervical columnar epithelium.15 This study observed the high frequency of 
HPV infection in cervical small cell carcinoma, especially HPV18, and the association between HPV-induced carcino-
genesis and P53 alterations may be related to tumor invasiveness and metastasis.16,17

Figure 1 Liquid-based cytological morphology of cervical small cell neuroendocrine carcinoma. (A) Tumor cells are arranged in small clusters, and single cells are scattered 
(ThinPrep, Papanicolaou staining, 200×). (B–D) Dense tumor cells are predominantly single and scattered, with scanty cytoplasm, typical nuclear molding (shown by black 
arrows), chromatin stippling, a few small nucleoli (shown by red arrows) and nuclear debris, and superficial or intermediate squamous epithelial cells and neutrophils in the 
background (ThinPrep, Papanicolaou staining, 400×). (E) Tumor cells have mild nuclear smearing; nuclear debris and tumor diathesis are seen in the background (SurePath, 
Papanicolaou staining, 400×). (F) Occasional rosette-like or pseudoglandular arrangement of tumor cells was observed (shown by green arrow) (SurePath, Papanicolaou 
staining, 400×).
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Summary of Main Results
None of the cases of small cell carcinoma of the cervix included in this study were given an accurate diagnosis on initial 
cytological screening, and the vast majority of them were adjudged to be other cervical lesions, and of the cases with 
negative cytological adjudication, retrospective cytology revealed that half of the cases were false-negative. Summarizing 

Figure 2 Histological morphology and immunohistochemistry of small cell neuroendocrine carcinoma of cervix. (A and B) Tumor cells are arranged in nests and trabeculae; 
abundant fibers and blood vessels are seen in the interstitium (100×, HE staining). (C) Tumor diathesis (100×, HE staining). (D) Tumor cells with scanty cytoplasm, typical 
nuclear molding (shown by black arrows), chromatin stippling, small nucleoli visible in a few tumor cells (shown by red arrows), nuclear mitosis easily visible (shown by blue 
arrows) (400×, HE staining). (E) Immunohistochemistry showing diffuse, positive P16 (200×). (F) Immunohistochemistry showing positive CD56 (200×). (G) 
Immunohistochemistry showing positive Syn (200×). (H) Immunohistochemistry showing positive CgA (200×).
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the cytomorphological features of small cell carcinoma of the cervix, it was found that clustered, deeply stained and 
relatively consistent small cells were seen in almost all cases, and typical nuclear molding and chromatin stippling were 
seen in the vast majority of cases.

Results in the Context of Published Literature
Small cell carcinoma of the cervix exhibits early local spread and distant metastasis, indicating a poor prognosis. Therefore, 
early diagnosis is very important.18,19 The cytological and histological features of small cell carcinoma of the cervix are very 
similar to those of small cell lung cancer. However, due to the rarity of small cell carcinoma of the cervix cases, current studies 
have shown that cytological screening has a high rate of misdiagnosis and missed diagnosis. In a case series of 13 patients, 
only one patient was suspected of having small cell carcinoma of the cervix.10 Park et al20 and Gupta et al21 reported a small 
cell carcinoma of the cervix cytological misdiagnosis rate of 77.8% (7/9) and 66.7% (2/3), respectively. Both of these studies 
reported the misdiagnoses as squamous epithelial lesions. Another study reported that the misdiagnosis rate of small cell 
carcinoma of the cervix was 53.8% (7/13).11 Kim et al22 reported that the diagnostic rate of small cell carcinoma of the cervix 
reached 66.7% (12/18), and the missed or misdiagnosis rates were 11.1% (2/18) and 22.2% (4/18), respectively. This is the 
highest rate of diagnosis of small cell carcinoma of the cervix by cytological preliminary screening to date. In this study, the 
positive rate of cytological preliminary screening was 63.6% (7/11), but none of these cases were accurately diagnosed as 
small cell carcinoma of the cervix. Based on the results summarized in this study and the literature, the causes of missed or 
misdiagnosis of small cell carcinoma of the cervix by cytology can be summarized as follows: 1. The cases of small cell 
carcinoma of the cervix are rare, and the cytopathologists do not know enough about them; 2. Small cell carcinoma of the 
cervix is an easily overlooked component in the presence of squamous or glandular epithelial lesions.7,11,23 3. Some cases 
show that a subepithelial growth pattern or the tumor is located deeper in the endocervix where cytological brushes fail to pick 
up lesion cells.10,22 4. Heavy inflammation or necrosis results in insufficient sampling.24 5. Because some of the cytological 
features of small cell carcinoma of the cervix overlap with other diseases, it is sometimes difficult to differentiate them.

In the liquid-based smear, the cell morphology of small cell carcinoma of the cervix and other lesions is distinguished 
mainly by the following characteristics.21,25–27 The tumor cells are arranged in small clusters without a specific structure and 
scattered individually, occasionally with a rosette arrangement. The tumor cells are relatively monomorphic, with nuclei 1.5– 
2 times the size of the intermediate squamous epithelium, scanty cytoplasm, chromatin stippling, small or absent nucleoli, 
and characteristic nuclear molding with slight nuclear smearing. Compared with a traditional smear, a liquid-based smear has 
superior identification performance because it better preserves the nucleus and structural features, avoids air-drying and 
degeneration artifacts, can increase cell density, and has a cleaner background with fewer inflammatory cells.25,27,28

In order to avoid missed diagnosis and delayed treatment of cervical small cell carcinoma, it is very important to first 
identify it from benign diseases. At low magnification, small cell carcinoma of the cervix cells is easily mistaken for 
other cells such as neutrophils, lymphocytes, endometrial cells, and atrophied squamous epithelial cells. However, 
pathologists must look closely at the chromatin pattern and pleomorphism of the nuclei at high magnification. 
Generally, the nuclear membrane of benign lesions is smooth, chromatin is delicate, and cell arrangement is polar. If 
the characteristics of chromatin stippling, characteristic nuclear molding and scanty cytoplasm, it is helpful for the 
diagnosis of small cell carcinoma and its differentiation from benign lesions.

Second, common cytological differential diagnosis of small cell carcinoma of the cervix also includes high-grade 
squamous intraepithelial lesion (HSIL), squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, lymphoma, and other uncommon 
malignant tumors. Therefore, the unique cytological features of small cell carcinoma of the cervix are key to differential 
diagnosis.6,21 Among these, the most difficult is differentiation between HSIL and squamous cell carcinoma, which was also 
the most misdiagnosed disease in this study (4/7). Compared with small cell carcinoma of the cervix, squamous cell 
carcinoma usually has clearer cell boundaries, richer and denser cytoplasm, and rougher chromatin. If it is a small cell variant 
of squamous cell carcinoma, it should be carefully sought for other easily identifiable squamous epithelial lesions.10,11 Small 
cell carcinoma of the cervix is easily misdiagnosed as endometrial adenocarcinoma or endocervical adenocarcinoma due to 
the small amount of rosette-like or pseudoglandular arrangements seen in small cell carcinoma of the cervix, which overlaps 
with the morphological features of glandular epithelial lesions. However, a review of small cell carcinoma of the cervix 
liquid-based smears revealed a lack of true glands, chromatin stippling, nuclear molding, and nuclear smearing, which is 
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uncommon in adenocarcinoma. If cytoplasmic vacuoles, obvious nucleoli, and three-dimensional cell clusters are seen, the 
diagnosis of adenocarcinoma is supported.10,22,26,27 Differentiation of lymphoma and other uncommon malignant tumors is 
relatively rare and requires careful consideration of the medical history and cell morphology. Any suspicion of malignancy 
may be confirmed by immunocytochemical staining of the residual fluid or biopsy.21,25,26

In the diagnosis of small cell carcinoma of the cervix, morphology is the cornerstone, but when morphological 
identification is difficult, the auxiliary diagnosis of neuroendocrine markers is still needed.29 Rekhi et al17 reported that 
CgA, Syn and CD56 are the best markers for the diagnosis of neuroendocrine tumors. The neuroendocrine markers 
used in this study were CgA, Syn and CD56. The results showed that at least one of the above indexes was positive. 
Similar results were found in other reports.30 In recent years, a number of studies have confirmed that insulinoma- 
associated protein 1 (INSUM1) has good sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of cervical neuroendocrine 
carcinoma and is a promising diagnostic marker.31–33 However, it should be noted that the expression of neuroendo-
crine markers can also be seen in a small number of other types of cervical cancer, and it seems to be related to poor 
prognosis.34 Therefore, morphological evaluation combined with immunohistochemistry can obtain higher diagnostic 
specificity.

Strengths and Weaknesses
The advantage of this study lies in summarizing the morphological characteristics of cervical small cell neuroen-
docrine carcinoma from a cytological perspective, confirming that reviewing cytology can effectively reduce 
missed and misdiagnosis, and combining with the literature analysis of the causes of missed and misdiagnosis 
as well as its differential diagnosis. As far as we know, the relevant literature is sparse with a small number of 
cases and has not systematically analyzed missed and misdiagnosis. Due to the rarity of the disease, despite 
multicentre studies, the number of cases is still not optimal to reliably assess the prognosis of patients, and 
immunocytochemistry was not performed on cytological specimens.

Implications for Practice and Future Research
This study has deepened the understanding of the cytological pattern of small cell carcinoma of the cervix and the 
reasons for missed and misdiagnosis. As cytological diagnosis of small cell carcinoma of the cervix is still difficult and 
cases are scarce, more multicentre studies are encouraged to enhance cytomorphological studies of small cell carcinoma 
of the cervix, and immunocytochemical staining of liquid-based cytology specimens is performed when necessary to 
improve the rate of early diagnosis.

Conclusion
Due to the rarity of small cell carcinoma of the cervix and its overlap with a small number of morphological features of 
other diseases, this study confirms that the specific diagnosis of small cell carcinoma of the cervix through cytology 
remains challenging. However, the results of this retrospective study, which reflects on the causes of missed and 
misdiagnosis, can be used to effectively improve the diagnosis rate and reduce missed diagnoses.
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